Interactive Lesson Plan
Season:

Fall 2014

Age Group:

U10

Week:

8

Topic: Goalkeeping II
Objective: Improve your GK ability to stop shots
Stage

Organization

Diagram

2v2 w 2 goals
In a15Wx20L grid
2 GK per team, each with their own goal, one goal 10 yards in
front of the other. 12 yards in between middle goals
Stage 1
Technical GK try and score goals back and forth.
Warm-up If the ball goes through the first goal, 1 point
If the ball scored in both goals, 5 points
Play to 15

3v3 handball to 4 goals
In a 20Wx30L
GK play handball, working on throwing techniques to pass
the
ball.
Stage 2
Small Sided Score by throwing, drop kicking or shooting into either goal
Activity
No player can travel more than 2 steps with the ball in their
hands

Stage 3
Expanded
Small Sided
Activity

Stage 4
Conditioned
Game

4v4 game
In a 30Wx40L
Live game
Any goal scored in under 5 seconds of possession is 10 points

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

5v5 or 6v6 Game
Play in a formation
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U10: Coach Interventions
Coach (C) - What visual cue should you recognize to get ready to stop a
shot?
Players (P) - When the player receives the ball in a scoring range and looks
toward the goal, takes a prep touch and pulls their leg back for a shot.
C - What should your ready position look like?
P - My eyes are fixed on the ball, the head is still , the weight of my body is
forward my knees are bent, my elbows are in front of my body with hands
ready.
C - What are the shape of your hands when "Scooping" the ball off the
ground?
P - My little fingers are touching and I make my hands as big as I can.
C - What should your hand shape be to catch a shot above your waist?
P - Hands in a general diamond formation with my fingers curved to match
the ball shape.

C - What should you do to cut angles and
make the goals smaller?
P - I should be off the goal line and directly in
front of the ball, this way i make the goal
smaller.
C - Why should you shuffle your feet between
the goals instead of cross them over?
P - So I can have my hips and shoulders facing
any shots as often as possible.
C - What should you do when 1v1 with a striker to
keep him from scoring?
P - Come out of the goal quickly with my arms
forward, hands low to the sides of my body and
getting set when the striker takes a prep touch
and pulls their leg back.
C - Why might you parry the ball instead of
catching it?
P - I don't think I can safely catch it so I parry/
punch the ball away from danger

Coach GK in the techniques of catching
and distributing
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